Your immune system is what keeps your body healthy and fights off infections! As an athlete, your body’s defense can be weakened by several things (Ashour, 2017):

- Not eating a balanced diet
- Not eating enough food
- Increased levels of stress
- Intense levels of training
- Vitamin and mineral deficiencies
- Lack of sleep or recovery

Not all openings are a good thing. Hard workouts strung together can open the window for illness.

Light or moderate exercise can give your immune system a boost, but repeated hard workouts can open a window for infections (Gleason, 2011). The good news is that there are easy ways to keep yourself from being an “open window” to both chronic and acute infections like Upper Respiratory Infections, Strep Throat, Influenza etc.
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GET THE SHUT OUT...

It takes a team effort to get a “shut out” – Recovery + Nutrition + Training = Healthy Athletes

Following a hard workout, athletes are more susceptible to illness for about 24-48 hours (Spence, 2007). You can close the window of immunosuppression (when your immune system is weak) and shut out illness that can force you to miss training opportunities or decrease your performance with the help of some simple nutrition tricks.

Learning some healthy defaults, or good choices that require little effort or thought, can help athletes avoid getting worn down and/or sick throughout the season!

Think of healthy defaults like an easy choice button...

Make it easy for yourself to do the right things to stay healthy and competitive!

PLAY TO YOUR STRENGTHS...

They say defense wins championships, but defense is fueled by great nutrition!

Just like a well-planned strength and conditioning program will improve the strength of your muscles, a well-balanced diet and prior planning on busy days can strengthen and defend your body!

Ways to hit the easy choice button:

- Go grocery shopping with your teammates for the ultimate accountability! Buy nutritious snacks for your dorm/apartment to have on hand.
- Visit the salad bar and fruit stations in the dining hall first to build a plate full of vitamins and minerals

Check out the next page!

- Prepare for travel on game days by bringing nutritious snacks you enjoy
- Carry a water bottle throughout the day to stay well hydrated

WEAR DOWN THE COMPETITION...

Wear out the competition, not yourself, by eating well, having great hygiene and sleeping deeply!

Follow these steps to boost your immune system for success:

STEP #1 – Eat a well-balanced diet that includes plenty of fruit, vegetables and protein to get important vitamins and minerals key to immune health...

Vitamins A, E, B-6, B-12 and Zinc and Iron (Moreira, 2007).

STEP #2 – Practice good personal hygiene techniques to protect yourself and your teammates from infections and illnesses (Gleeson, 2015).

STEP #3 – Recover like a champ! Build a good sleeping environment and try to get a good night of shut eye, about 8+ hours. Ensure you eat within 15 minutes of finishing your workout (Gleeson, 2015).

STEP #4 – Understand your personal energy needs and make sure you are eating enough calories to give you energy to play and enough to recover (Rossi, 2010).